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O5855 187 [ONE EIGHTY-SEVEN] (USA, 1997)

Credits: director, Kevin Reynolds; writer, Scott Yagemann.
Cast: Samuel L. Jackson, John Heard, Kelly Rowan, Clifton Gonzalez Gonzalez.
Summary: Detective/mystery film set in contemporary New York City and Los Angeles. Dedicated New York science instructor Trevor Garfield (Jackson) is a man with a passion for learning. Garfield is skilled, smart, committed: the total package as a teacher. But what he confronts in a school turned increasingly into a battlefield may be more than he can bear. When he is attacked by a psychotic student, he leaves New York for Los Angeles and resumes teaching in a Latino neighborhood. When a vicious student there is found murdered, Garfield falls under suspicion. The Vietnam connection stems from the Russian roulette scene in *The Deer Hunter* which plays on a television in the background with an implied link to a student’s suicide.
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